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Objective and Strategy

Portfolio Objective

The investment objective of the Fund is to achieve consistent long-term returns from both capital and income by investing across a diversified

global portfolio of assets.

The Strategy

The Multi Asset Balanced Fund seeks to achieve attractive risk-adjusted returns relative to the average fund in the IA sector; an outcome which

the manager believes is consistent with growth ahead of inflation. The team’s macro views are primarily expressed through funds, investment

trusts and options, drawing on a strong fund research capability.

Top 10 Holdings

The Multi Asset Balanced Fund portfolio invests 100% into the City Financial Multi Asset Balanced Fund, a retail collective investment fund

regulated by the FCA. The list above shows the top 10 funds held (including cash) and the asset allocation pie chart is presented on a ‘look-

through’ basis, as at 30 September 2015.

Portfolio Asset Allocation

� Alternative 25.8%

� Equities 34.9%

� Fixed interest 26.2%

� Property 2.2%

� Cash 11.0%

DW Catalyst Fund 6.1%

CATCo Reinsurance Opportunities 5.9%

Third Point Offshore Investors 5.4%

Prusik Asian Equity Income 5.3%

Fidelity UK Opportunities 4.8%

UK Mortgages Limited 4.5%

VPC Specialty Lending 4.4%

Goldman Sachs Equity Risk Premia Long/Short 4.3%

TB Garraway UK Equity Market Fund 4.2%

Schroder European Alpha Income 4.1%
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Pennine Strategies Multi Asset Balanced Fund 3 months 6 months 1 year 3 years YTD

-4.65% -9.16% 1.05% 22.50% -2.21%Cumulative performance

Sources: Portfolio performance is calculated by City Financial Investment Company Limited using the total return of the underlying investments

net of fund fees.

Past performance is not a guide to future performance.
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Performance to 30 September 2015 (%)
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Discrete annual performance 1.05% 8.26% 11.98% 7.65% -3.51%
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Portfolio Commentary

Most equity markets ended flat to marginally down with a number of downside tests in the second half of the month, whilst bonds fared well

on worries over a slowdown.

The MSCI World Index was up +0.27% over the month with the S&P500 Index leading gains up +1.74%. MSCI Emerging Markets Index was up

+0.38% and MSCI AC Asia Ex Japan Index was up +0.05%, whilst MSCI UK Index was down -0.09% and MSCI Europe ex UK Index was down

-1.65%. The worst performance came from MSCI Japan Index which was down -2.96%.

Government bond yields fell as fears over slower global growth grew and investors moved further to “safe” assets. The US ten-year bond

ended the month with gains as the yield fell to 2.04%, whilst the UK ten-year gilt yield ended the month at 1.76% and the German ten-year bund

yield ended the month at 0.59%.

Generally, credit markets reflected the same news flow and price performance of government bond markets with investment-grade credit

outperforming high yield in local currency terms. The Markit iBoxx US $ Liquid Investment Grade was up +2.06%, whilst the Markit iBoxx Liquid

High Yield US $ Index was down -1.85%. In Europe, the Markit iBoxx GBP Liquid Large Cap Index was down -0.16%, whilst the Markit iBoxx Eur

Liquid Large Cap Index was down -0.01% and the Markit iBoxx Liquid High Yield Eur Index was down -2.03%. The US dollar indices are being

flattered by US dollar strength against sterling.

The US Dollar Index was up 0.94%, with the Euro and Sterling significantly weaker ending the month at euro 1.1177 and $1.5128 against the

US dollar. In US dollar terms Gold was down -2.21%, whilst Brent Crude was down -3.95% as speculators reinstated their negative positioning. 

We hoped to gain clarity on the path of transitional improvement in financial conditions as we progressed in 2015. However, we believe that

a number of extremely unusual structural features remain present. Additionally, we now face major uncertainties over the slowdown in

Chinese economic growth and US policy. Until we can gain confidence over an improvement in Chinese growth, the Fed’s intentions for

interest rates and US corporate earnings, we should expect further major shocks. The potential for a marked global growth slowdown is rising

in this noisy and confusing asset pricing environment. 

We still believe that the Fed want to raise rates sooner than later this year despite little evidence for such a move. Long positioning in the US

dollar is still one of the most crowded trades in markets. If deflationary forces are to abate, US dollar strength will have to reverse into a trend

of weakness in the last quarter of 2015. Whilst recent events have shaken out some of the investor complacency that we warned of, we still

believe that the last quarter will see another highly disruptive period for equities and bonds. 

Whilst we can see reasons for a short term rally in equities from heavily oversold conditions, we retain our relatively cautious medium term

view. We are very conscious of the growing risk of policy error leading us further into a deflationary bias. We continue to place more emphasis

on strategies that will protect against significant losses in bond, currency and equity markets. 

Performance

The Fund was down -0.72% and outperformed the sector average IA Mixed Investment 20-60% Shares, which was down -1.42% over the month.

Our non-consensus position in bond futures was a small positive and our protective strategies added value. The combined effect of these

positions reduced volatility as many equity markets struggled over the month.

The main positive contributions came from the physical holdings in CATCO Reinsurance Opportunities Fund, Victory Park Speciality Lending

Investments Ltd and Goldman Sachs Equity Risk Premium Long/Short Fund.

The key negative contributions came from the physical holdings in Real Estate Credit Investors Ltd, Schroder European Alpha Income Fund

and Third Point Offshore Investors Ltd.

Important Information:

This document is issued by Liontrust Investment Solutions Limited and is intended to be used for marketing purposes only and does not aim

to provide advice. You should remember that past performance is not a guide to future performance. The portfolio’s investments are subject to

normal fluctuations and other risks inherent when investing in securities. The value of investments and any income derived from them may

fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the original amount they invested. There is no certainty the investment objectives of the

portfolios will actually be achieved and no warranty or representation is given to this effect. The portfolios therefore should be considered as

medium to long-term investments. Pennine Wealth Solutions Service is the marketing name for the product. This material is issued and

approved by Liontrust Investment Solutions Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FRN No: 495713


